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The Honorable Marc L. Dapas, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C.  20555-0001
Marc.dapas@nrc.gov
 
Dear Director Dapas,
 
I am responding to your e-mail transmitted letter of February 20, 2018 that included the Director’s
decision on the 2.206 petition with additional information I had filed regarding SUC-1593.  Your letter
noted that I have the opportunity to comment on areas in the petition and subsequent information where I
felt there were errors or issues that were not fully addressed.  I do so here.
 
I received an e-mail advisory letter with an attachment from Ms Amy Snyder stating that she recalled the
original e-mail.  In fact, there were two such recall notices giving the appearance that the Director’s letters
and accompanying decisions were recalled.  The transmission times are time stamped and the last notice
I received by e-mail was also a letter recall.
 
There was no subsequent specific guidance or information on how to proceed and it appears the last
action was that both the letter and decision were recalled.  I am responding in order to continue due
diligence, to adhere to the NRC guidelines for a 2.206 petition, and to meet deadlines based on the initial
information sent to me.  I will also send a copy to Ms Snyder.
 
The review panel accepted a few concerns of those in my original and supplemental 2.206 filings.  They
involved principally the ERMP associated with the DU possession license (SUC-1593) to the Army for
possession of depleted uranium (DU) at the Pohakuloa Training Area (PTA) in Hawaii County, Hawaii.
 
First and foremost, I recognize it is a given that the NRC must issue a license to the Army.  There is
unquestionably DU at PTA and the Army has possession of that DU even though most of the land is
leased.  One of the license requirements for the Army is to conduct monitoring at Pohakuloa Training
Area in Hawaii to determine if DU is migrating away from the training area.  The NRC has accepted the
ERMP prepared by the Army and it is specifically the ERMP and the license conditions it represents that I
thought required comment and correction to ascertain it complied with the intent of the license and to be
based on factual and sound scientific principles.
 
It is clear from the final decision that the review process is greatly flawed.  The selection of the review
panel did not ensure that anyone had sufficient and adequate expertise to address the issues I presented
although Ms Snyder indicated to me that she felt the panel would be able to address the issues on a
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scientific and technical basis.  If I had been asked, I could have suggested at least two NRC employees
whom I felt had a sufficient scientific overview of the DU/PTA issues to provide input for the review
panel’s consideration.  From the background of the people selected, it gave the appearance that this was
an administrative review, not a technical review and hence greatly defective.  As a result, the information
you have been given in order to make the final decision issued under your signature, was incomplete,
biased, inaccurate, seriously flawed and blatantly in error.
 
The emphasis on administrative review is evidenced in that the review panel found it convenient to use a
common mantra that the issues I presented were discussed previously and therefore not available for
reconsideration.  Whether the issues formerly were improperly judged on a thorough technical basis
appeared not a concern to NRC, but only that the legal principle of res judicata or some legal equivalent
could be applied.  I had pointed out that the review panel was not obligated to follow this principle; yet
they chose to do so.
 
The new and materially relevant facts presented over the course of the petition consideration, those not
previously considered or avoided by the license terms and conditions, were summarily rejected.
 
As a clear example, nowhere have I seen previously a discussion or even a consideration of the controls
on water flow.  It was given in the final decision that there was an elevation difference between the
topographically higher Radiation Controlled Areas (RCA) and the sampling site but absolutely no
discussion by the panel of the impact on the sampling process by intervening historic lava flows.  By not
including that issue and introducing a bias in the light most favorable to the licensee, it would be
impossible for the Director to make a fair and comprehensive decision based on technical merits.  
 
This is an egregious oversight but clearly indicates that there was insufficient expertise among the panel
members to consider properly and thoroughly my claims and to recognize that an intermediate berm
formed by a lava flow would divert any water to the sampling site from the bulk of the radiation controlled
areas.  Yet, the obvious issue was ignored.  There is more to it than the simple perception that water
flows downhill, most of the time.  I gave the Board a reference to a Google site that showed a
photographic view of the PTA areas of interest.  I could not provide a copy of the photograph as it is most
likely copyright protected and for personal use only.  It would be improper for it to have appeared in the
Adams library.  If you do not like that site, I recommend https://itouchmap.com/?
d=2511979&s=HI&f=military
 
Enlargement will clearly show the intervening historical lava flow, colored very dark grey and black, with
no drainage connections and enlargement will also show the tremendous number of craters from the use
of HE (high explosives) and consequent surface-disturbing activity in the RCA areas.
 
The monitoring program and the sampling program the NRC approved has absolutely no substantive
reality nor relevance for PTA until NRC addresses the claim of the licensee that emphatically states there
is no sediment at PTA (see July 24 2017 letter Reimer to Snyder, p. 1; “Sediment samples will not be
collected because there is no sediment present at PTA.”).  Until NRC can offer that the statement was
wrong or that sediment has magically appeared, then its quick dismissal and criticism mocking my
suggestion that someone with geologic knowledge be involved in the process is an underhanded affront
to me, to science, and to safety of the people the NRC is charged with protecting.
 
I was initially pleased that the review panel agreed that the sampling methodology was inadequate.  To
overrule this now is absolutely incredulous.  
 
I will presume that this final decision under the Director’s purview was written by staff members.
 Unfortunately, they made the decision for your signature based upon inaccurate, incomplete and false
information.  I would like to believe that you want it to be as accurate as possible and I again provide that
information here so you can make an unbiased decision, if you choose to do so.
 
I present no new claims here and have previously presented information and support for the claims I
presented in the 2.206 petition.  As you will note, I have rephrased some statements to make it clearer to
the review panel members who do not have full familiarity with the issues.
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I will primarily confine my comments to those points accepted by the review panel (ML17279A300) and
then summarily rejected.  Some, of course, are inextricably related to other issues, especially those the
review panel chose to ignore.
 
I will first address the issue that the license is incorrect in the amount of DU allowed for PTA.  The license
states that 140 kg is the maximum allowed.  This figure seems based on the number of Davy Crockett 20-
mm spotting rounds that were listed in one, I emphasize one, shipping manifest discovered quite
serendipitously that initiated the entire issue of DU being used at PTA, a fact originally denied by the U.S.
Army.  Given that a 20-mm spotting round contains 0.190 kg of DU and using the 714 quantity, this
calculates to 135.66 kg, approximating the mass allowed by the license.  However, the NRC is willfully
naïve to believe that the only DU used at PTA came from just 714 20-mm spotting rounds.
 
Davy Crockett units were detailed in Germany, Korea, Guam, Japan and Hawaii.  They were in Hawaii
from 1962 to 1968 and there is irrefutable evidence that they used the Davy Crockett system for training
at PTA.  This is seen from the remnant spotting rounds and components of the main warhead at PTA.  I
had pointed this out in supplements to my petition referring to the report of the Army Contractor, Cabrera
(ML092950352). Further, testimony in 2009 to the Hawaii County Council members by Garrison
Commander Colonel Howard Killian stated to accomplish the training missions, at least 2000 spotting
rounds would have been fired.  (ML18011A202).
 
Let me re-emphasize, only one shipping manifest had been provided.  There likely are others or when the
detail was stationed in Hawaii, it could have brought additional munitions with them.  There is no manifest
provided for the recoilless firing mechanisms and no manifest for the main warheads (M-388) or dummy
warheads (M-390), yet they are known to have been in Hawaii.  Many firing pistons for the main warhead
were located and from the quantity found, the contractor Cabrera estimated there could have been 400-
600 rounds fired.  That they were used is obvious from photographs of the component parts.  It should be
pointed out again that those component parts showed a yellow coating, consistent with depleted uranium
oxide, suggesting even more DU present than from the 20-mm spotting rounds.
 
When the Davy Crockett system was upgraded to a larger caliber delivery system to provide greater
range of the main warhead (from 120 mm to 155 mm recoilless guns), the spotting round was also
upgraded from 20-mm to 37-mm.  There is no mention of this caliber being used at PTA.  This larger size,
if it contained DU, would have more DU than that of the 20-mm round.  Anecdotal evidence suggests that
before the 37-mm spotting system was provided to Davy Crockett nuclear sections, the dummy Davy
Crockett warhead (M-390) was used for spotting http://blog.nuclearsecrecy.com/2012/07/20/king-of-the-
wild-frontier/.  
 
The Army had offered an opinion that the dummy warhead did not contain DU but rather contained a
sphere of malleable iron.  That configuration is hardly probable.  The Davy Crockett system used an Mk-
54 warhead providing a 10-20 ton yield.  That warhead, with its enhancers and explosives, weighed 51
pounds.  A similarly-sized configuration made from malleable iron would itself weigh over 80 pounds,
greater than the entire warhead assembly of 76 pounds.  In addition, iron, at about half the density of
uranium, would not provide the flight aerodynamics of DU, which is the reason given that the spotting
rounds were DU and not iron.  
 
There are components of the main warhead in the blast areas clearly showing yellow uranium oxide and
the existence of firing pistons showing the main warhead (presumably the dummy M-390) was fired.  It is
further supported now with anecdotal evidence that the dummy warhead contained DU.  In sum, given the
number of pistons found as stated in the Cabrera report, there could be over 8000 kg (>13,000 kg if the
full number of 600 dummy warheads is used) of DU used at PTA.  
 
Clearly the burden of proof is with the licensee.  To date, it has offered an opinion.  Opinions are not
facts.  I have provided irrefutable proof and preponderant evidence that DU existed in the dummy
warhead with the contractor photographs of components and firing pistons, and the recently found
anecdotal evidence at:
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http://www.usmilitariaforum.com/forums/index.php?/topic/273225-mcconnell-afb-eod-blows-up-ww1-
artillery-projectile/
 
In addition, it was common practice to use DU in dummy and training projectiles at that time and
afterward, including artillery shells as noted below:
 
http://www.3ad.com/history/cold.war/nuclear.pages/nuke.vets.pages/assemble.transport.htm
 
A quote in that link from John Labar, 6th Bn, 40th Field Artillery, 3AD notes
 
“The mock kits had "Training" markings.  These mock kits were so real, for example, that, in place of the
actual active uranium, we worked with depleted uranium of the same weight, size, and shape.”
 
NRC has the resources to confirm this fact.  I do not.  As I pointed out, some information may be
classified and NRC has the clearance to obtain the information.  Ignoring these points does not give
credibility to denying the issues.  There are training and field manuals available, perhaps in archives,
which might discuss the configuration of the dummy warheads.  Some of the numbers of manuals I saw
listed from on-line sources were: FM-23-20; FM-23-30; FM-9-11; TM-9-1000-209-12; TM-9-1100-209-14.
 In addition, the contractor, Cabrera noted that when they located remnant parts of the Davy Crockett
system, they marked them in place or removed them for safe storage.  The latter would be in violation of
the license conditions but was probably performed before the license was officially awarded.
 Nonetheless, if NRC has any doubts, the components should be available to confirm that the yellow
coating is oxidized DU.
 
Overall, this information shows that the amount of DU specified in the license for PTA is grossly
underestimated and must be revised.  There are reliable sources that provide the amount of fissionable
uranium in a Davy Crockett warhead (Mk-54).  The amount used is slightly more than the minimum
amount needed for a fission “explosion.”  The minimum critical mass would be on the order of 16kg and
the Davy Crockett is reported to have had 23 kg (http://nuclearweaponarchive.org/Nwfaq/Nfaq4-2.html).
 
The reason that the information is recently discovered is because the website
www.garrison.hawaii.army.mil is configured improperly.  Many servers, mine included, prevent connection
in order “to protect your information from being stolen.”  It was not until the Cabrera report was discovered
on a different site that it could be accessed without risking vulnerability.
 
In the interest of accuracy, the NRC should want to have the best estimate possible rather than some
low-ball figure.  Clearly, it is not in the best interest of the licensee to admit that more DU was used than
from the 714 rounds listed on the single manifest that was located nor to assist the NRC in discerning the
facts.   Any additional DU would require RESRAD recalculation.
 
Regarding the RESREAD calculations, the issues I presented in the petition did not refer to health effects
and I made that perfectly clear.  For NRC to introduce health-effect possibility as a reason to accept
corrupt monitoring methodologies to justify the acceptance of the ERMP is an overt rebuke to those who
attempt to make science relevant.
 
Yet, following the conservative positions in configuring the dose, the estimated number of dummy
warheads from the piston count should be used.  That would be 600 dummy warheads fired with 23
kilograms each of uranium and that gives 13,800 kg of uranium, in addition to the minimum 140 kg of the
spotting rounds, which is surely a low figure in itself.  That is about 100 times the amount of DU listed in
the license.  The RESAD dose for PTA was given as 2.46 X 10E-2 mrem/y.  Using a simple linear
extrapolation for RESRAD, and using either the 16 kg or 23 kg input parameter figuring into the
calculation, the annual dose would greatly exceed 1.0 mrem/y.
 
As previously stated, intentionally underestimating the amount of DU present at PTA is a disservice to the
NRC, to the people they are charged to protect, and to science when used for making informed policy

decisions.  The NRC mission statement clearly includes the direction that it will “protect public health and
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safety.”  That is excellent guidance to follow.
 
I made it perfectly clear that I was addressing the scientific and technical basis for sediment sampling.
 The NRC response does not respect this petition position.  
Even choosing to deflect the claims of the petition, the NRC should at least deal with the actual risk
considerations of DU to the public.  First and foremost, the primary exposure for risk is not whole body
exposure to gamma radiation.  The risk issue is inhaled particulate and alpha-particle exposure primarily
to lung tissue.  In determining the RBE of radiation to living tissue, the quality factor of alpha particles is
internationally agreed to be 20 times that of gamma and beta radiation (BEIR V).  This is in addition to the
beta and gamma released and the rare but occasional spontaneous fission.  Realistically, this is the issue
to be dealt with, not some gamma-ray exposure to some mythical farmer.  It is no wonder that air
sampling was summarily dropped as the primary means to monitor DU migration from PTA.  The Army
through a contactor made some air sampling collections with less than optimal filters and collection
volumes and times, and DU was never included in the analysis.  That contractor made a conservative
calculation for DU activity concentrations (ML15161A459) and found that it exceeded the NRC effluent
standard for DU in air but the licensee then backtracked and used different conditions to show lower
concentrations.  However, the report states the air sampling method used was so insufficient as to even
show analysis of natural uranium which is most likely why NRC sought to improve the air sampling
methodology.
 
Regarding the sampling and analytical methodology, the NRC reference to NUREG -1301 is interesting
and perhaps understandable as it is an “in-house” document.  However, it is not a satisfactory document
to use for sampling procedures.  That is because it does not address stream-sediment sampling.  There
is an oblique reference to shoreline sediment but that is far from the intermittent flows carrying suspended
material in a stream bed.
 
Thus, the use of NUREG 1301 is improper.
 
The final decision commented on my claim that the sampling would be diluted with respect to 234-U and
thus affecting the 238/234 ratio.  It is interesting that the reviewers chose to look only at the inapplicable
side of the effect.  U-234 can be separated from uranium-bearing matrices by an alpha-recoil mechanism.
 Typically, the U-234 atom is then retained by interstitial water.  When a precipitation event is sufficient to
carry suspended material that becomes sediment, it will carry the interstitial water that is enriched in U-
234.  When the suspended material is deposited with the sediment, the water with it will dry and the
excess U-234 will be available to coat the grains.  This excess U-234 will act to decrease the U238/U234
ratio in the sediment collected, hence a dilution.  The sample handing and preparation methods are
therefore important.  That is one reason why 238/234 ratios are an inadequate measure of depleted
uranium.  This point is further confirmed by Fleisher, R.L., in Health Physics 94(3):292-293, March 2008.
 It is not a constant.  The extent of this would be dependent on the amount of precipitation and the rate of
flow and many other factors.
 
The analytical method selected, an alpha spectrometer presumably cannot detect 235U unless very long
counting times are used.  To avoid using a surrogate, the ICP-MS or TIMS equivalent system would be
superior in that it can detect uranium isotopes including 236U and plutonium, sure markers for DU from
reprocessed fuel rods, and even other isotopes that could also come from fuel rods.  Further, if a 238/234
ratio is to be used, it should not be 3.0 but as I recommended before, closer to 1.0.  Anything greater than
one (considering analytical precision) would be an indication of secular disequilibrium.  Dilution or even
enhancement from many sources is exacerbated with the current approved program.
 
There is an interesting observation to be made if DU ratio of U235/U238 is used for the soil analytical
data at PTA in the Cabrera report (ML091170322).  The natural ratio is 0.044; greater would reflect
enriched uranium, lesser would reflect depleted uranium.  Several of the nine samples analyzed show
lower 235/238 ratios.
 
If I were to develop a monitoring program specifically designed not to find DU at PTA, I would certainly
use the one approved for the licensee by the NRC as a model.
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That is why I questioned the sampling and analytical preparation process.  Does the sample prep involve
any rinsing of the sample with acidic solutions?  Is there a separation of sediment particles by size?  What
is background used for comparison to the sample site?
 
You reference the annexes of the ERMP as providing information on the sampling procedure.  But they
do not.  I ask that someone review these (Annex 17 and 19 and their extensions) and note that an
overwhelming number of procedural descriptions are provided with the phrase, “TBD (to be determined).”
 That hardly gives any information on the overall process and it is unfortunate for the NRC to be
comfortable with the acceptance of an unknown process.
 
NRC provided an Oak Ridge reference (ML1310A090) for considering sampling methods.  Even a casual
review of that document distinctly indicates that the procedure the Army is using is improper.  Let me
stress that the NRC provided this document as reference and in the final decision chooses to ignore it.  I
detailed the reasons in my letter to NRC of January 15, 2018.  Specifically, composite sampling is an
improper methodology.  Further it firmly states that surrogates for analysis are strictly objectionable for
composite sampling.  If collected, the individual components should be analyzed.  And importantly,
collecting one sample is a sham.  The issue is depleted uranium and that would be 235U.  Using 234U
corrupts the intent of the analysis especially when 234U can be affected by natural processes.
 
Frankly, it is incredulous that the review panel rejects the precise advice provided in the reference it
offered for sampling guidance.  That report includes 5 criteria that should be followed and I pointed out
that every one, all five, are not followed by the sampling and analytical program the NRC has endorsed.
 This should be a red flag for you that the licensee program is improper.  I pointed this out and then the
suggested document is ignored.  This is also true for the rejection of air sampling by the review panel as I
pointed out in my July 21, 2017 letter to Ms. Snyder.
 
By rejecting the Oak Ridge study and its recommendations, a study that was of NRC’s own selection to
apparently apply to the PTA sampling, far-reaching implications have been introduced.  Any study ever
done or based on that Oak Ridge report is now subject to scrutiny and review.
 
I do not find it merely coincidental that after I reported multiple inconsistencies in the Oak Ridge report,
the final decision recommends and the sampling program proposed in the Director’s final report
completely ignores that report and fails to address the issues.  That report clearly states that composite
samples should not be collected, it notes the dilution effects, it clearly states that analyses of surrogates
(in this case U234 for U235) should not be used, and a single sample is improper.  At least a background
sample should be submitted.  It is not a bad report but it should be followed, not ignored.
 
The issue of water flow from the RCAs to the sampling location is interesting.  I provided a map resource
that conclusively showed that there was no tributary or stream connection of the RCAs to the sampling
site.  It also showed that numerous other possible flow routes to the sampling site did not have any
connection to the RCAs.  That would naturally introduce sediment that came from other locations further
introducing dilution effects to a single sample from the collection site.  Thus, by accepting this proposed
method of sampling at PTA, you have virtually guaranteed so much dilution of material as to virtually
guarantee no DU will be found, even considering the great additional amounts of DU present at PTA.  At
least, you should mandate that the sampling location be adjacent to the RCA, not miles away with an
intermittent lava berm.  (See https://itouchmap.com/?d=2511979&s=HI&f=military)
 
The NRC justifies the sample location based “surface water hydrology and potential for DU contribution
[migration],” a comment in ML16265A231.  Yet the NRC ignores the fact that there are significant barriers
to flow from the RCAs to the proposed sample collection site.  As I pointed out there are objective
programs available to trace out surface flows.  They should have been used rather than subjective
speculation about surface hydrology.  The mere fact that the sample location is downstream from
potential source does not a priori mean any flowing water will get there.
 
I shall be blunt.  What is it that you do not understand?  Don’t you realize that what I am proposing
actually enhances the procedures and make them realistic and applicable to the situation at PTA?  Don’t
you care about the accuracy of the basis for the license in regards to the quantity of DU that must be
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considered?  Are you so driven to rule in the light most favorable for the licensee that you must dodge the
facts?  
 
The decision is now based on incomplete facts, those taken in error, misleading interpretations,
incomplete consideration, failure to seek full disclosure and claims that are blatantly false, and simply a
disregard of common knowledge and prudent judgment.
 
I know I have absolutely no chance in changing your ruling but it does not change the fact that you have
intentionally avoided addressing the issues I presented by redefining them, ignoring them, misapplying
them, and pretending they were already addressed.  You can avoid the facts but you cannot change
them.  You have endorsed a program that will not find any DU in hopes of justifying the absurd claim that
DU does not migrate.
 
What you have endorsed is a travesty, a travesty to science, to the people you are charged to protect,
and to yourselves.  But obviously you feel comfortable with it so I suppose it will stand.  History will be the
judge.
 
 
/s/  Michael Reimer, Ph.D.
Retired Geologist
GeoMike5@att.net
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